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About This Content

Note! You can purchase only 1 Pack of the same value to 1 Star Conflict account.
Note! Refund is not provided if you purchase 2 different packs, which include the same ship or you already have the ship from

the pack!

Includes:

"Allowance" 3 500 Galactic Standards

"VIP-Card" Permanent +10% credits gain bonus

"Private warehouse" Premium-sized warehouse for modules and weapons

"Artifact scanner" Grants an additional trophy search attempt after battles

Unique patterns "Titan" and "Cerberus"

Title "Mercenary"

Galactic standards — a special in-game currency that can be purchased for real money. With it, advancing in the game is
made easier and more comfortable.
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If you purchase multiple DLC, bonuses to credits, synergy gain are added to each other. Together, they provide a
greater bonus!

Premium license time and Galactic Standards are also added!
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Title: Star Conflict: Mercenary Pack - Soldier of Fortune
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
Star Gem Inc.
Publisher:
Gaijin Entertainment
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2013
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This isn't quite worth a dollar. Let me explain. You certainly get enough vertigo, and motion sickness for the price (in this
instance, these are good things), but this ride is just such a common experience you can find many other places,
oftentimes for free. Maybe if the environment wasn't too basic, or it wasn't set at nighttime, I would have been able to
recommend it as a decent impulse buy for those who need something that functions as virtual ipecac syrup. Get
'Ultimate Booster' experience on steam @ 5$ and you will get a much better version of this, and several other 'rides'. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=EDqYHqYrb1I. This is a fun, stylish top down action sprint. The gameplay is simple:
move around and punch or grab bad guys until you get from the start of a level to the finish. What keeps it fresh are the artistic
visuals and the INCREDIBLE dynamic jazzy soundtrack. Playing this game is like orchestrating a jam session of violence that
feels different every time. Even with simple mechanics, it creates an addictive gameplay loop.. Like the last two installments
before, Gal Gun 2 is a great game to play.
The Doki Doki mode is a bit new to me, but it's fun to do.

The stages is basically like Gal Gun VR, but the stories makes up for it.

. Great fun, and the dev is very active and open. I was ducking, crawling and rolling all the time, popping up to take shots in
slow motion. The weapons are pretty cool, though they could use some refinement - they're sometimes not reliable. I was able to
fan-fire the revolver, but it was really hit or miss - sometimes it worked flawlessly, other times it didn't work at all.
The first update was also just released, though I haven't tried it; It features a teaser for the upcoming story mode, among other
things. I would definitely recommend this game for the low price.. I don't recommend this game. For the price? Hell, yeah I
recommend this game. This is a great game to relieve some stress. Just blow\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up. Easy
reloads, no need to move around. Just find targets and shoot. See a helicopter? Switch to RPG and blow it up. See a line of
vehicles right behind you, toss a grenade.

You can even use a shield if you want to be strategic or crap. VR Arcade gaming at home at its finest. Come get some.

Rate 7\/10. Time-management games are one of my worst guilty pleasures and this game is one of the most polished ones I've
played. It does what it intends to do really well. The cutscenes and story is really not that interesting but I'm here for the
gameplay.. What can i say?

It isn't bad, but it's very short, and because it's short i was expecting greater consequences to your choices, but they aren't big
enough to make you want play more than twice.

The writing isn't terrible, but isn't great too, it's painfully average.

I would say, wait for a sale.
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This game has incredible graphics and what seems like a limitless number of side quests that keep you entertained when you
don't feel like playing the main story. Definitely one of the best FF games i've ever played.. Poorly designed levels. You just
constantly shoot to the same enemies, hoping to find a missing key. No difficulty progression at all. No upgrades or whatsoever.
You harvest some crystals, but they have no purpose also.

Overall, this could be a good game, if somebody with a fresh look tool hands on it.. hate it....
Just hold W for several hours and then you have played this game.... Well, the story is pretty interesting and the gameplay 
OK...in those rare moments when it actually works.
Sadly the whole game is riddled with bugs that sometimes prevent you from completing missions.
Overall: an interesting experience and lots of potential if only they'd fix the bugs. (not very likely). Fun at first, but then the
game veers sharply into unfair territory where it just throws Me 262's at you that fire heatseeing missiles and obliterate your
bomber with no chance for counterplay.. man o man....
I think Devs really deserve some props on this one. What a great game. Excellent creativity.

Why is it so many games that are FREE are so much better then games we have to pay for?

BRAVO DEVS BRAVO!!!
and
Thank you!. Fun untill you encounter waves of "zombie" knife bots, the bad control scheme and design ruin it all. While
jumping you might hold on to a ledge you did not want to, breaking the momentum and thus causing instant death by hoards of
crazy stabing bots. Pressing Up for jump is really a bad key binding, and there's no way to redefine keys.. A short but neat dark
adventure rpg. A classic concept with an engrossing world that doesn't wear out its welcome.. Does not work with Oclulus
Touch and is farily boring.
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